
Mögliche Toraufhängungen

The axial dimension of the gateposts to
be concreted is the result of the desired
gate wing width (BTF) plus 100 mm

Concreting Dimension

Assembled gatepost VP.
Screw the hinge sleeves to the gate wing.
The hinge sleeves can be found on the
side towards which the gate wing opens.
the lower screw bracket to the gatepost
and hang the lower hinge sleeve in the
screw bracket.
Hang the screw bracket in the upper
hinge sleeve then screw the screw
bracket to the gatepost.
After aligning of the gate wing, assemble
the connecting gratings. These must be
trimmed to size and the cut section must
be properly kept.
Exception: Cf. Lock Case Assembly
Hang the clamping tubes.
Put on the post cap with counter plate
and screw it to the post.
Assembled gate wing.
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Gatepost and Connecting Grating Assembly

Gate Mounting and Grating Connection

Where the fence runs on the outside of
the property, the gate wings should
preferably open inwards. DIN left or
DIN right opening is determined by the
position of the gatepost (VP) to which
the gate wing is fixed.

Opening Directions

Concreting dimension

BTF + 100 mm

Mögliche ToraufhängungenPossible Gate Mountings
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We reserve the right to make structural modifications.

Assembly Instructions

www.legi.de



Lock with Handle

Insert the LEGI slip-on lock into the
gate wing. Adjust the lock striker
plate here according to the opening
direction.
Screw the lock to the gate wing
Fix the handle set.
View of the assembled lock.

Lock and Handle Assembly

.

Insert the screw between the clamping
tube and the post.
Fit the lock case on the post.
Screw on the lock case with a screw
and nut.
Assembled lock case.

Before assembling the lock case,
check whether the last vertical wire
of the next grating needs to be
removed in the area of the lock case.
Keep cut sections
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Lock Case Assembly
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Aligning the Gate Wings

40 30 20

Adjustment of the screw brackets allows
alignment of the gate wing. This controls
the distance between gatepost and
gate wing.

Aligning the Gate Wings
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LEGI-Revolving Wing Gate VARIO-LAssembly Instructions

We reserve the right to make structural modifications.


